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Abstract
We have directly measured the mm-wave wake fields induced by subpicosecond, intense relativistic electron bunches in a diamond loaded accelerating structure via the dielectric wake-field acceleration mechanism. Fields produced by a leading drive beam were used to accelerate a trailing witness electron bunch which followed the driving bunch at an adjustable distance. The energy change of the witness bunch as a function of its separation from the drive bunch is a direct measurement of the wake potential.

INTRODUCTION
High gradient dielectric – loaded accelerating structures (DLA) have received significant attention in recent years [1-4]. Such devices are rather simple to fabricate. Typical examples would be a dielectric tube inserted into a conducting jacket or a rectangular waveguide loaded with dielectric plates. DLAs are compact; magnetic correctors in the form of a solenoid or series of quadrupoles can be placed around the structure. More importantly, dielectrics exhibit higher breakdown thresholds [2] and they are easily scalable to THz [2 - 4] and even higher frequencies where they have lower total structure losses compared to metals. Dielectric structures are also less sensitive to single bunch beam break-up (BBU) instabilities [5].

CVD (chemical vapor deposition) diamond has been proposed [6, 7] as a dielectric material for wakefield DLA structures [1-3]. It has a very low microwave loss tangent, the highest available thermal diffusivity and a high RF breakdown field. The large secondary emission from the as manufactured CVD diamond surface can be dramatically suppressed by diamond surface dehydrogenation or oxidation [8]. CVD diamond has already been routinely used on an industrial basis for large-diameter output windows of high power gyrotrons, and is being produced industrially in reasonable quantities.

Here we present results from experimental studies of a rectangular waveguide loaded with polycrystalline CVD diamond plates as an accelerating structure. It should be noted especially that in this experiment [13] diamond was for the first time used as a loading material for a wakefield dielectric based accelerating structure.
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EXPERIMENT
The general experimental methodology is the following (Fig. 1). A pair of beams is generated: a high charge drive beam, followed by a smaller witness beam at a variable distance $d$. The beams pass through the wakefield structure. The drive beam generates a wake there and the witness beam is accelerated or decelerated depending on the delay between the two beams. We record the witness beam energy change, $\Delta E$ as a function of $d$.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1: General scheme of the experiment: the separation between the drive and the witness beam is changed and compared with the change of the witness beam energy on the spectrometer.

A short witness beam effectively samples the field left behind the drive beam. This idea is also used to map transverse wakes [14]. The original direct measurements of wakefields were performed at Argonne [1] in the 10 GHz frequency range. In this paper we present direct wakefield measurement at 250 GHz performed at Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) of Brookhaven National Laboratory [13].
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Figure 2: a) structure mounted on a positioning holder; b) structure dimensions; c) photo of diamond after the experiment exhibiting no visible damage.

In the experiment we used 75 micron thick polycrystalline diamond plates loaded in a 6 cm long waveguide (Fig. 2). The beam gap was 200 microns (Fig. 2(b)). This structure yields a wakefield dominated by a TM$_{11}$ – like mode with 1200 micron wavelength (0.25 GHz).
The subpicosecond drive and witness beams are produced by the technique described in [9]. A beam accelerated off-crest hence having a linear energy chirp (the head of the beam having lower energy than the tail) passes through a dogleg – a dispersionless translating section that consists of two bending dipoles whose bend angles are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. Focusing optics are located between the dipoles. A mask is placed between the dogleg dipoles where the beam transverse size is dominated by the correlated energy spread. After the second dipole magnet the transverse pattern introduced by the mask becomes the longitudinal charge density distribution. In our case the mask was motorized and allowed creation of a drive beam followed by a witness beam at a variable delay.

The mask pattern and the image of the beam on the phosphor screen immediately after the mask is correlated with beam’ resulting longitudinal distribution after the second set of dipole magnets. Therefore the image of the beam after the mask can be calibrated to determine the resulting beam’s longitudinal distribution. This calibration is done via coherent transition radiation (CTR) interferometry. In this technique two test beamlets are created by the mask and recorded on a phosphor screen after the mask. In particular the distance between the beamlets is measured on the phosphor screen. After the second dipole the distance (along z) between these two beamlets is measured on the phosphor screen. After the second dipole magnet the transverse size is dominated by the correlated energy spread. After the second dipole magnet the transverse pattern introduced by the mask becomes the longitudinal charge density distribution. In our case the mask was motorized and allowed creation of a drive beam followed by a witness beam at a variable delay.

Because of the relatively large longitudinal size of the witness beam its head and tail sample different fields. In most cases this results in an increase in the witness beam energy spread. The witness beam can split in two as well (Fig. 4) when the high energy part of the beam is accelerated, while the lower energy part is decelerated. We traced the centroid of the witness beam when post-processing the results (Fig. 5).

The spectrometer image is calibrated by varying the current in the spectrometer magnet. The relative change in witness beam energy depending on the drive – witness separation is measured on the spectrometer. Compared to the beam energy, when it does not go through the structure, we observe energy gain and loss in the interval from -0.6 to +0.65 MeV for the witness beam following a drive beam through the DLA structure. This yields a 10.8 MV/m gradient for a 6 cm structure. The measurement accuracy was limited by the spectrometer resolution (σ = 50 µm, σy = 350 µm). The longitudinal wakefield produced by a beam with this current distribution was numerically calculated and compared with the experimental results.

Figure 3: Extraction of the experimental current profile for data processing.

Figure 4: Spectrometer image shows the witness beam breaking up in two beamlets.
0.028 MeV), estimated using the sharpest features obtained on the spectrometer by measuring the FWHM (full width half maximum) and dividing it by 2.355 to obtain the equivalent Gaussian width. Beam stability was also crucial for the relative energy measurement. The observed jitter of the spectrometer image corresponded to 0.015 MeV. Finally, the tracking centroid of the witness beam could be determined with accuracy equal to the standard deviation of its energy spread. Figure 5 shows the measured energy change (diamonds) as a function of drive – witness separation with error bars.

**SUMMARY AND PLANS**

In conclusion, we have directly measured wakefield acceleration / deceleration in a diamond loaded dielectric accelerating structure.

The witness beam was accelerated in the field produced by a subpicosecond drive beam. By sweeping the separation between the drive beam and the witness beam and energy measurements of the witness beam the 0.25 THz frequency wakefield was directly sampled at the scale of about one wavelength.

The witness beam was accelerated in the field produced by a subpicosecond drive beam. By sweeping the separation between the drive beam and the witness beam and energy measurements of the witness beam the 0.25 THz frequency wakefield was directly sampled at the scale of about one wavelength. We plan to follow up this experiment with a similar one, involving a triangular current profile in the drive beam (see Fig. 6). This beam configuration yields a so-called enhanced transformer ratio [15], 

$$TR > 2: TR = \frac{\text{maximum energy gain of the witness bunch}}{\text{maximum energy loss of the drive bunch}}.$$ 

It is desirable to have a high transformer ratio to accelerate the witness bunch to higher energies given the limited energy of the drive bunch.
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